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In Armageddon the Orks: Armageddon is a game of
high-adrenaline tactics, superhuman heroism and
sadistic violence. Play the role of a squad leader

within an elite fighting unit, the Astartes - the Space
Marines. Your orders? Freely manoeuvre on

battlefields across huge battle-maps filled with
hundreds of Orkz, Skavenz and Mutants and lead
your Marines, tanks and vehicles over a series of

missions to gain glory for your squad! Powered by a
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unique and original real-time tactics engine,
Armageddon offers unparalleled immersion and

provides players with an intense experience in a fast-
paced, gritty and increasingly challenging war zone
filled with chaos and death. Armageddon is an epic

story-driven first-person tactical game, where
strategy is everything. Key Features: New

Characters 20 New Characters to play, each with
their own story-line and unique appearance. 144

Orkz to battle against, including the new Zilla
Warriorz. Game Modes Campaign mode with a large
selection of maps, game types and game difficulty

levels. The Daft Mission Mode: Has you battling
against the AI of your own forces over 3 difficulty

levels. Co-op play for 2 players! Customisation
Customise your Marine and your Space Marine
squad, choose different armour, weapons and

weapons load-out. Move your Marines to different
vehicles and equipment. New Warzone: Form teams
and battle your way through tons of missions set in
the final days of the Armageddon war. World Map

Take part in our world-wide events, battling on and
off-line against other players. New Units Take on the
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role of a Space Marine! Battle against Orks, Skaven,
Mutants and the Iron Warriors. Discover new

weapons and vehicles to smash your enemies!
Upgrade your units and weapons with collectibles to
gain extra XP and favour for multiplayer! Fight in an

open world against AI, or join forces with other
players in single-player or multiplayer modes. Guide
your Marines and vehicles with the individual touch
of a Space Marine warlord. Start your Space Marine

adventure now! Recommended system
requirements: OS: Windows 7 (SP1) / Windows 8
(RTM) / Windows 8.1 (RTM) Processor: Intel Core
i3-3200 / AMD Athlon II X4 620 or equivalent (2.8
GHz) Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: GPU running
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Become a Visionary Warrior Commander. As a commander, you must be a well-trained
champion of Space Marine fantasy, unlocking a wide spectrum of devastating abilities and tactical

strategies.
Lead Ultramarines into a harsh, hostile, cosmic universe. Your men and tanks are the real star

of the show, but if the enemy gets a hold of an Imperial Knight, all bets are off.
Redefine human warfare. Ultimate and high-mortality tactics are required as each Victory Point

and rank-up grant you new powers, equipment and abilities. The end of the age of uncertainty waits
for no one.

Discover the Ultramarines. You can unlock rare relics, command unique units and unlock deep
lore behind the lore of each chapter.

Take your command to the stars. Reach out and touch the warp with warp charges and the
Epilogue.

Key resells: Rent: $1.99 / $2.40 VESA Display Mount: $5.69 / $5.79 Warhammer 40,000: Armageddon -
Apocalypse Tech Cartel

Warhammer 40,000: Armageddon - Apocalypse Tech Cartel

Forge the arsenal of the Great Machine Age!
Your High Inquisitor has summoned you to the ultra-secret Tech Cartel:
Imperial Space Force Fall-Off?
Collateral Damage!

Key features:

Forge the arsenal of the Great Machine Age!
Your High Inquisitor has summoned you to the ultra-secret Tech Cartel:
Imperial Space Force Fall-Off?
Collateral Damage!

Key resells: Rent: $2.99 / $3.00 VESA Display Mount: $6.99 / $6.99 Warhammer 40,000: Armageddon - Circle
of Blood
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